THE CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

At Speedcast, we know that viewing habits are changing, and so are the technologies
used to create and deliver media content.
Media companies need solutions that make them more agile and efficient, so they can
drive business growth. If they want to meet the demands of mobile audiences as well,
efficient delivery of live and linear digital video for multi-platform playout and

Extend Your Global Reach
At Speedcast, we have your connectivity needs covered. Speedcast Media Network offers satellite, fiber, cellulular, MPLS and
IP transport connectivity tailored for secure point-to-point, point-to-multipoint live and linear digital video delivery anywhere
in the world, with low latency and high availability.

broadcast-quality streaming and distribution — anytime, anywhere on any device —
are a must.
Speedcast is a trusted worldwide media partner that can respond to your needs
with absolute reliability, agility, scalability and efficiency. With Speedcast Media
Network, you can access an expansive global infrastructure that integrates satellite,
fiber, cellular and IP networks with intelligent network management, diverse
cloud-based applications and solutions, and 24/7 global support to drive your
business forward.

Why Speedcast?
SEAMLESS GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY
Speedcast is the largest managed critical communications service provider in the world, with the most extensive access to satellite
capacity globally. Speedcast’s fully-managed service is delivered via a global, multi-access technology, multi-band and multi-orbit
network of 80 satellites and an interconnecting global terrestrial network, bolstered by extensive on-the-ground local support
from 40+ countries.
This global “network of networks” allows media and entertainment customers to fully rely on the most robust, integrated

World’s largest capacity via our multi-access, multi-band and multi-orbit network.

infrastructure available in the market for their mission critical applications.
With Speedcast, you can tap into network coverage that spans any distance, worldwide support to keep your operations running
at optimal levels and a commitment to deep partnership and relentless innovation.

RELIABILITY, TRUST AND SECURITY
Our hybrid network backbone provides secure and reliable satellite, fiber, MPLS and cellular transport of rich media and data

40+

TELEPORTS

content — from any origination source to any destination, in any format for any platform.

IP-CENTRIC
Today’s mobile-centric consumers are driving IP video delivery, and we’re on board. We have a comprehensive and robust IP
transport infrastructure to support real-time and non-real-time media and data — point-to-point or point- to-multipoint, to and
from the cloud — anywhere in the world.

3,200

CUSTOMERS IN 140
COUNTRIES

80+

S AT E L L I T E S
CONNECTED

250

LOCAL FIELD
ENGINEERS

50+

Po P S W I T H L I N K S
T O T H E AW S C L O U D

99.99%
AVAILABILITY

24/7/365

M O N I T O R ING AND CUSTOMER SUPPORT
C E N T ERS ON 6 CONTINENTS

SOLID DEPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
Speedcast has built and operated some of the largest digital and IP networks and facilities in the world for digital communications.
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Our Video Processing Services

Going Beyond Content Delivery

Speedcast is committed to innovation and delivering market-leading solutions for customers as the industry looks for better
ways to effectively and efficiently create, distribute and monetize content. Speedcast has added multi-platform processing

Speedcast Media Network combines a highly available, hybrid global infrastructure and cloud video processing services together

and content management capabilities to its Speedcast Media Network portfolio of cloud video processing services, enabling

with extensive broadcast and IT system integration engineering expertise, helping you unlock new content delivery models and

increased efficiency and agility for any size media organization.

expand your offerings to deliver greater revenues and increased flexibility.

The Speedcast Media Network Infrastructure

CONTRIBUTION, AGGREGATION, PROCESSING

•

AND DISTRIBUTION
Content delivery from anywhere to anywhere

Ensure a seamless end user experience with our proprietary
video routing and error correction technologies

•

Rapidly repackage OTT content for distribution via CDNs

•

Increase your agility via cloud video processing services
and playout

A critical challenge today is being able to access content from
multiple points of origination for aggregation and contribution,
and then distributing that content to multiple platforms so

CLOUD-BASED INTEGRATED PLAYOUT

consumers are receiving the highest quality experience, no

Vector™ virtualized master control and digital headend

matter where they are. With SMN you can:
Our industry is quickly adopting cloud technologies and
•
•
•
•
•

Efficiently distribute content to cable headends

services due to the increased efficiency, scalability, and

and/or end users

flexibility that they bring to media workflows. Speedcast’s

Seamlessly contribute and deliver content to broadcast

Vector virtualized master control and headend supports

networks and affiliates

cloud-based program acquisition, preparation (i.e., encoding,

Process and output to a variety of distribution channels

transcoding, multiplexing), playout and global distribution.

simultaneously

You can:

Simplify your OTT delivery operations via the cloud
(Speedcast’s Private Cloud or AWS Direct Connect)

•

Quickly spin up multiple channels for many platforms

Implement a reliable and robust architecture for disaster

•

Microservices — add, configure, change, and
remove instantly

recovery backup and distribution
•

Point-to-point, point-to-multipoint managed video transport from any origination source to any
delivery platform with multi-platform processing and content management.

GLOBAL IP CONTENT TRANSPORT
Reliable, scalable and secure IP distribution

Choose as a hosted managed service or
on-premise solution

•

Distribute via Speedcast’s global hybrid networks

Our fully-managed IP transport service enables secure delivery
of low-latency, broadcast-quality content, with 99.99 percent
Speedcast Media Network’s backbone and cloud video processing services offering is ideal for transporting video and data
content from any origination source to any destination — in any format for any platform — and for everything from
aggregation and contribution to integrated channel playout, OTT streaming and distribution.

availability. By leveraging our point-to-point and point-tomultipoint fully-managed IP transport service, you can transmit
real-time and non-real-time media and data effortlessly, to and
from the cloud, anywhere in the world. Speedcast can offer
guaranteed bandwidth and no congestion for increased
viewer satisfaction. With our global IP content transporting
you can:
•

Increase your global reach with access to Speedcast’s
expansive networks, including satellite, MPLS, fiber,
and cellular
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A Solution For Every Need

PLAYOUT AND DELIVERY
Linear channel origination

TV, OTT, IPTV OPERATORS AND PLATFORM PROVIDERS
Over the years, linear broadcasting has become multilinear broadcasting. With that shift comes great challenges.

Consumers today are hungry for content, and it can be a challenge to acquire content reliably and consistently

Master control operators need to distribute and localize content to new platforms and geographies with speed and

from a variety of sources, in multiple formats, for aggregation and secure distribution over a variety of connectivity

efficiency. Leading network broadcast, cable and DTH channels around the world rely on Speedcast to aggregate

methods (i.e., satellite, fiber, MPLS and CDNs via AWS Direct Connect) with the utmost efficiency and reliability.

and playout millions of hours of content every year. With our playout and delivery services you can:

SMN is a unique global hybrid footprint engineered to simplify the aggregation and transport of your content
from any location and in any format.

•

•

Originate linear channels for a diverse range of

•

Streamline turnaround video uplinking,

applications, including MCR playout, OTT, DTH, cable

satellite program acquisition, MCR playout,

TV and terrestrial TV

RF and teleport services

DTH, CABLE TV, MVPDS AND VMVPDS
DTH and cable operators are looking to expand their offerings and explore new areas of monetization. We will

Customize your playout solution for on-air or backup

manage your network with the highest availability and flexibility so that your business continues to thrive as the

media asset management systems

media landscape and audience habits evolve.

SYSTEM INTEGRATION

We have an active role in managing the transition to 5G, to ensure guaranteed continuity. Speedcast has the

Exceptional engineering and value-added equipment design

expertise to implement virtualized and cloud-based solutions, and to design and build next-generation headends
for cloud processing and OTT delivery.

Speedcast can design, build and deliver fully customized solutions that can integrate connectivity services with a
variety of systems for everything from studios, digital headends and production facilities to satellite earth stations

PLAYOUT CENTERS, NETWORKS, ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION FACILITIES, STUDIOS,

and broadcast centers. Media companies use Speedcast for an umbrella of system integration services based on

TELEPORTS AND CDNS

their unique needs and requirements.

Media networks, production facilities, TV studios and other companies in the entertainment industry need to acquire
feeds from the point of origination and distribute them wherever they need to go in the most cost-effective way

We engineer the world’s most advanced, networked media aggregation centers for program acquisition,

possible. We have a solution: delivering feeds over our global hybrid network, with access to AWS for cloud

processing, production and distribution — with innovative technologies that enable our customers to be future-

processing services. We also provide transportable terminals to help operators in the satellite newsgathering market

ready. Our engineers have extensive experience designing and integrating media infrastructure, whether it

achieve reliability without losing agility. Leave it up to our Systems Integration team to implement an efficient and

requires knowledge of satellite, broadcast, IT or cloud technologies.

affordable virtualized and cloud-based solution, as well as design, build and service your next-generation control
room, studio or teleport facility.

System Integration media solutions:

System Integration satellite solutions:

•

Digital headends

•

Satellite earth stations (uplinks and PAS)

LIVE VENUES AND SPORTS STADIUMS

•

Studios

•

Teleports

Delivering high-quality video for live sports and entertainment can be complex. There is no margin for error when it’s

•

Integrated and cloud-based playout

•

Uplinks

live, and the video needs to be high quality with low latency. Speedcast’s hybrid network offers an agile, reliable and

•

Production control rooms and studios

•

Transportable terminals

cost-effective solution for sending video contribution feeds over IP. Whether you’re ready for a new control room or

•

Playout facilities and systems (i.e., MCR,

•

Customized and hybrid

need to transition, our broadcast and IP engineers will design a state-of-the art control room to suit your needs —

asset management, archive)
•

Facility migrations

•

Contribution networks

from the most advanced 4K and IP systems to a cost-saving 3G baseband system.

SATELLITE OPERATORS AND SERVICES PROVIDERS
With a greater number of diverse video platforms, business models and delivery methods available with growing
broadband access, Speedcast can help you unlock new revenue opportunities within the satellite and service
provider ecosystem. By partnering with us, you can provide everything from cellular backhaul over satellite to secure,
reliable global IP transport and data services that will extend your reach and enable you to deliver video and data
across linear and nonlinear platforms. Our experience in designing and building headends and satellite earth stations
will help you optimize capital expenditures and lifetime operational costs.
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POWERED BY SPEEDCAST ATLAS
Speedcast Atlas is a fully managed, end-to-end solution to support your business through
digitalization and automation of worksites and processes. With Atlas, you get a network of
networks that delivers reliable connectivity in remote and harsh environments through
a deep partnership and relentless innovation. Speedcast Atlas brings you one experience
with endless opportunities.

Speedcast Headquarters
Unit 4F, Level 1, Lakes Business Park 12
Lord Street, Botany NSW 2019 Australia
+61 2 9531 7555
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